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                Our Suppliers

                All types of towbars and tow hitches for all applications are available to be installed by Five Star Towbars. Many other accessories such as brake controllers, load levelling systems, airglide systems and anti away systems are also available.
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                Make an Enquiry
                 Get in touch with us by filling out the enquiry form below and our friendly team will be in touch shortly. 
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                 Select Car Make*
Alfa Romeo
Audi
BMW
Ford
Holden
Honda
Hyundai
ISUZU
Jaguar
Jeep
KIA
Land Rover
LDV
Lexus
Mazda
Mercedes-Benz
Mitsubishi
Nissan
RAM
Skoda
Subaru
SUZUKI
Toyota
Volkswagen
Volvo


                

              

              
                
                  Choose Car Year*
2023
2022
2021
2020
2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990


                

              

              
                
                Towbar
Brake Controller
Dual Battery System
Roofrack
Cargo Barrier
Reverse Camera
Dash Camera
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                Get In Touch
                 
                    	Five Star Towbars 
12 AVA Crt Kilsyth VIC 3137
	  Call Us
 1300 787 008
	Email Us
 sales@fivestartowbars.com
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	Mon8:00am – 5:00pm
	Tue8:00am – 5:00pm
	Wed8:00am – 5:00pm
	Thu8:00am – 5:00pm
	Fri8:00am – 5:00pm
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[image: dolly bushaven]
dolly bushaven1711607856

Thank you to Luke and the guys at 5 Star Towbars. Quick, affordable and provided a professional service, we highly recommend. Great service, well worth our drive to you, from Narelle



[image: Adam D]
Adam D1708644060

Recently had Ryan and Tony from Five Start Towbars come out and fit a Brink Eurobar to my new Tiguan R. I chose Five Star because Luke the owner was very knowledgeable and his wife had the exact same car so I knew there was going to be no cutout on the bumper. The install was smooth, the boys turned up on time and were very easy to deal with. Would definitely recommend. Cheers guys :)



[image: Rodney “Rotton rod” Hearne]
Rodney “Rotton rod” Hearne1706860167

Mark was prompt came early the boys done an excellent job. They were respectful and polite would recommend  anyone who wants a tow bar installed to go to 5 star.. will use them again in the future.Thankyou 5 star.



[image: Anthony O'Donnell]
Anthony O'Donnell1706777731

These guys are true professionals. I drove four hours to get a towbar and EBC installed on my vehicle, because the reviews were great and their work simply fantastic. Worth the drive for me to know that it has been installed properly and professionally. Thanks Ryan and Luke for your outstanding work.



[image: Rodney McDonald]
Rodney McDonald1706761301

Excellent quality service in installation of tow bar assembly for Audi Q5 today.Great communication and arrangement through Luke.Ryan and Anthony did the installation at my home, were punctual, professional and ensured I understood the operation and work undertaken.Fantastic workmanship and communication.



[image: John Inverno]
John Inverno1702088942

The owner Luke was friendly professional and willingly answering any questions I had. The installers both Mark and Reece also! They were on time helpful and very professional and certainly knew what they were doing and the product with additional helpful tips. I have no hesitation in recommending Luke and his team at Five Star Towbars to any customer. Many thanks again and good luck! John



[image: m S]
m S1701739861

The team at five star towbars were brilliant.Rapid response to all correspondence.Great competitive quote.They guys that came to me were prompt, efficient, clean and tidy.Would recommend five star towbars absolutely.
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Abdul Nafay1701308404

Got Euro towbar done for my Merc. Very satisfied with communication and overall professionalism. Came to my house on time, got the job done and later replaced my OEM adapter cost effectively at the factory. The manager/owner Luke knows how to run a customer-focused business. A rarity in Australia these days.



[image: William H]
William H1698890550

Excellent service and a high-quality installation. I would definitely use this service again and recommend it to others.Thank you Ryan.



[image: Craig Taylor]
Craig Taylor1694751937

Absolutely amazing, don't go anywhere else.My old towbar was dealer fitted and destroyed after a minor reverse into a retaining wall.  Disgusting job.Luke and team at 5 star fitted a new one that's clearly twice as good for $400 less than the dealer charged!!!Thanks guys, 5 stars easily earned!



[image: Steve Alexander]
Steve Alexander1694431140

Very professional, prompt and accommodating.  They did a great job on our GLC
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Will K Fish Farm 11693270282

Great service 5 star like their name.  Fast and easy on-site service. Highly recommend.
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Darren Hanisch1691897042

Great service and products



[image: Phil Watson]
Phil Watson1684488893

Fast, great workmanship and goes the extra mile.Was able to fit a towbar at very short notice and did a brilliant job.Not only was his work great but Luke showed us how the Anderson Plug worked and where it was connected and explained when and why it might make a click.  He exceeded all our expectations.If you need some work done quickly and professionally by a friendly team ring Five Star Towbars



[image: Matthew Millsom]
Matthew Millsom1683346693

Couldn't be happier. Great price, communication and service. 2017 Renault Koleos.



[image: James Fitchie]
James Fitchie1681794422

Great service had a minor problem could not do enough to fix it same day,highly recommend



[image: Kelly C]
Kelly C1678768746

Done within 48 hours from contact.Fantastic job.



[image: Cade Embery]
Cade Embery1678407095

Answered phone straight away, came promptly, friendly, fitted the bar, connection and ball and left. Looks great very happy



[image: Colin’s Design Masters Channel]
Colin’s Design Masters Channel1676591322

Absolute five star! Very patient, professional, and efficient. Best technician ever found. Luke was able to locate the problem with my Ute and fix it even though it was nothing to do with their job completed.Luke took time to explain and demonstrate with superb professionalism.Highly recommended.
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phil evans1675153137

Fantastic service, rang on the Monday fitted the next day at work.Also ran a extra cable for me with no problems. Highlyrecommend nice guys too.
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V R1669794766

Absolutely brilliant service, communication and very reasonable pricing. They went out of their way to get the towbar done despite it being more complicated than originally thought due to the car type. Thanks Luke and team!



[image: Wendy Gowans]
Wendy Gowans1669257628

Five Star By Name, Five Star by Nature!PROFESSIONAL, KNOWLEDGABLE, EFFICIENT, AFFORDABLE.Professional from start to finish!!  Not only did they get back to me straight away (Thank you Luke) with the quote and the details I asked for  they provided a time slot to fit around the car availability according school/ kindy pickup times.They were competitively priced and knowledgableThe technician identified advice about an item we'd forgotten (after seeing our trailer) and adjusted the quote and facilitated approval before proceeding. He also very patiently and clearly provided an explanation about the work they did, to me and my husband.I was called 45 minutes before the technician (Thanks Ryan) showed up giving me time to clear all of the kids stuff of the back of the car!!   Very convenient having them come to our place to carry out the installation.There were no hidden costs allowing me to budget for the works and I was able to pay with a card here at home!Thanks guys!! Has given me confidence to take our camper trailer away for our holidays with our kids, knowing it will be safe!Five stars well deserved!



[image: Dave Herman]
Dave Herman1667536252

Great experience. Heavy Duty towbar for Holden SV6. Ryan phoned ahead of installation to reconfirm booking installation in driveway. I had contemplated installing myself, but after watching 5Star install I am glad I left it to experts.
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EddiezWRLD1664690870

Awesome job..very neat and professional fitting
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Heath Posgate1663242913

Had a heavy Duty towbar installed on a Ford territory. Very happy with service and price and highly recommend to anyone 5star service



[image: BLINKR MELBOURNE]
BLINKR MELBOURNE1663137768

The team at 5-star towbars have been great to deal with. From our initial call, which was handled very professionally, to the team showing up at the time promised and the quality of work delivered, it has all been of the highest quality. We look forward to working with 5 Star in the future and would highly recommend their work.
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Mike McNulty1661629202

Yes they can claim those five stars. Very professional and expert installation service. The onsite service at our home made it so easy. Thanks.
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Emily GC1657107070

I had Ryan install a new tow bar on my Audi. He is efficient and outstanding at what he does. Luke is great to deal with on the phone as well!Would recommend 5 star to anyone needing tow bars or any accessories



[image: Dale Cocking]
Dale Cocking1657105747

Had Ryan come out and do a super neat install of a heavy duty bar & hitch on my work ute and could not be happier. He called me multiple times during the day to keep me up to date with his expected arrival time.Definitely recommend using Five Star Towbars!
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Rana Brar1656555139
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Dave M1654734911

Recently had a European tow bar fitted to my Audi. They came to my house and only took about an hour to fit it. Impeccable quality and service



[image: Tony Wilkinson]
Tony Wilkinson1654487845

Price, communication and turned up on time.. Ryan did an amazing job he’s a credit to the company.Can’t recommend these guys enough. A++++++Thanks guys it’s nice to see there are people out there that have pride in their work and company.



[image: Apr Ilia]
Apr Ilia1652582748

Second time I’ve needed and used these guys. Outstanding, communication , arrived early. Great price and service. Don’t use anyone else!



[image: connie putt]
connie putt1651233711

Just had a towbar supplied and installed by Five Star towbars. Highly recommend, great communication, very professional and great price. The guys did such a great job and extremely happy with finished result. Well done guys. Would recommend to anyone needing to a towbar.
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Joel Cameron1650580741





[image: Rory Wooster]
Rory Wooster1650347252

I highly recommend FiveStar Towbar Installations.Great service, friendly, helpful, knowledgeable and quality work.Mobile service was a big plus, very convenient.



[image: Dirk Lonsing]
Dirk Lonsing1646473588

Had a Towbar fitted early this morning,  the Installer Triston was Punctual, Polite & Professional. Luke had kept me updated, from quote to installation. They live up to their name and l would not hesitate in recommending their services, or using them again in the Future!
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Julian Thumm1641870965

I got a last minute booking for a tow bar install the day before my holiday. Great service and friendly team, quick and simple install including the 7-point straight to round adapter I needed. The day after the install I hooked up the trailer and did over 600 km towing without a problem. Thanks guys



[image: Joel Williams]
Joel Williams1641589368

Great experience with these guys! Ryan did a great job on the tow bar. Installation quality, communication and pricing was first rate



[image: Jas.]
Jas.1639093446

Professional, fair price, excellent service, high efficiency and done in one hour. It was absolutely amazing! Thank you guys so much!



[image: Michael Johnston]
Michael Johnston1638408769

Luke and Mark are brilliant. Got a towbar and brake controller installed about 6 months ago which all worked well. Picked the car up after a dealer service last week, and the controller had stopped working. After a long-shot call to Luke, the boys not only co-ordinated to fit me in to their schedule on the day, but Mark trouble-shot and resolved the issue in the amount of time it took to me order and eat my maccas brekky! Definitely lived up to their name.
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David Martyn1637821207

Great job today on my Mazda 6 will recommend them to any of my friends and familyThanks David
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Dusan Zukic1636943547

Amazing!!! Spoke with Luke he organised it straight away, a week later Mark came out and installed it and did a perfect clean job. Great service and fair price highly recommended
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Diego Ayala1635983601

I couldn’t be happier with these guys!Five star was the only company that got back to me within a day of enquiring and they managed to book me in the same week before i headed out on Friday.They did a great job installing a BTA towbar onto my 2021 Q5 and got it done within a couple of hours or less while I was at work.Thanks again legends!
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Tim Marks1634714800

Very pleased with the install of my towbar! Thanks to the team for a quick and professional installation. Answered all my of dumb questions promptly and provided all the advice I needed. Would definitely recommend!
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P Z1633558031

Very professional and efficient team.
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